
Top 5 
Fall Family 

Session Style Guide 

Taking the guess work out of styling your
Family Session



01.
Focus on Coordinating Colors, not
matching. Choose a color palette
that compliments the beautiful fall
season. First, head to Pinterest and
grab some inspiration by typing
“Color Palette.” Earth tones(burnt
orange photographs beautifully),
neutrals, and textures are great!
Introducing one pattern can create
interest but avoid big blocky
patterns, large stripes and bold
plaids. Also avoid bright or neon
colors.

Incorporating textures and 
subtle patterns can add 
interest. Corduroy, denim, lace, and 
flannel are fun choices for fall. 
Plaids, subtle stripes, and small prints
in small doses can be visually
interesting. 

02.



03.
Flatter Each Family Member.
Be mindful of each person's
body type. Don't wear baggy,
uncomfortable clothing that
can add weight or bulk. Show
off your best features and
wear what makes you feel
beautiful! Mom’s, don’t
underestimate the power of a
gorgeous, flowy dress! 

Shoes tend to get overlooked
when getting ready for a
photoshoot. Make sure you
choose shoes that are
comfortable and match your
outfit style. Avoid tennis
shoes, bright colored
footwear, sandals, and high
heels (unless it's a formal
shoot). Another fun option is
going barefoot, depending on
location. 

04.



05.
Don't forget to add in some
fun accessories. Adding in
special, and subtle
necklaces, bracelets,
scarves, or even a fun boho
hat can add texture and
interest. A little goes a long
way.  You don't want it to
become the focus. 

Above all, embrace this fun event you and your family
are about to be a part of! Remember, we are capturing
the love, details, and relationships you and your family

have. It doesn't have to be stressful. Start planning
early, hang all of your outfits up where you can see
them over several days, add and subtract as you go.

Take a deep breath and let's have fun!  

with Love-

Krissa


